Introduction
The existence of the global solution for a class of weakly nonlinear parabolic equation has been considered. For the class under consideration the following results have been obtained. If the linear part of the equation has the solution decaying exponentially with constant o then the global solution exists provided that the initial state is sufficiently small in appropriate norm. The condition imposed on initial state depends on o. For any initial state sufficiently regular the global solution exists for sufficiently large w. The solution of nonlinear equation decays exponentially with the same constant co.
In the paper the following parabolio equation + Au(t) = f(u(t)) (1.1) u(0) = UQ will be considered. Ve shall look for a solution u defined as a function u: (0t°°) -E, where E is a complex Banach space. In praotioal applications the operator A will be the unbounded linear partial differential operator. In the last section the examples will be given. The parabolicity of the equation in an abstract formulation will be understood in the following sense ([7] , p.63)j A1. The operator A la a linear closed and densly defined with the domain D(A)cB.
A2. There exists o>0 suoh that the inverse operator ft+co-A)~1 exists for AeQ«{>, arg ^ ^ (-©,©)} | 8<|-and ||(^+u-A)" 1 ||^C/(1+UI)| for •XeQ. The assumptions A1 and A2 imply that the operator -A+ « is a generator of the holomorphio semigroup * (see e.g. [7] , p.65).
The solution of the linear equation ([7] . p.65)
In this paper we denote by C generio oonstants. In some oases the dependenoe of the constant will be explicitly marked like e.g. C(k), C(a,y3) and so on. The solution u(t) • e" At u(0) satisfies the initial condition and the equation (1.2) for t > 0. The theory of holomorphio semigroups is desoribed in the following monographs [2] , [3], [6] , [7] .
Let 5 1 be the Banaoh spaoe consisting of function belonging to D(A) with the norm ||u|L » ||u|| + ||Au||. The spaoes B, B 1 form the interpolation couple and one oan define for any real a, k such that 0<oc<i, Uki 00 the interpolations spaoes E a k by K-methods: B a k = {e*B.,} A similar type of tha equation was considered in [4] but the analysis is based on the properties of Green funotion and leads to the different type of the spaces. The authors believe that method presented here is more straightforward and simpler.
Remark.
Om can consider the time dependent operator A(t) without any essential changing in the reasoning provided that the assumptions A1 and A2 hold for A(t) for all t, uniformly with respeot to t, D(A(t)) « const and
Existence of the local solution
In the space consisting of function v(t)s t --Y^ we shall introduce the norm
Let G be the nonlinear transformation defined by the formula t (2.2)
The solution to (1.13) is a stationary point of the transfor-
"o The existence of a local solution to (1.13) follows from two lemmas. Lemma 1. Iff satisfies (1.11) and (1.12) for some ft, /j and ||tu|| T < C for some a such that (/3-or)^ < 1 1 0«/3«1, )(/3-o<) < 1, then there exist two positive constants K and T such that for any v the condition 
Hemark.
In the proof of the existence of the local solution the exponential deoay of the semigroup was not used. Theorem 1 is valid for any corf also for oxO.
Existence of the global solution
In the subsequent analysis we shall use the following lemma. 
Lemma

If the continuous function h satisfies inequality t (3.1) 0«h(t)«C1 + C2 J K(t,r).h^(r)d7-
For C.,< | min (C2 ^(t) m M -z)| -| C2 y(t) z£ -»J -c2V(t); M -1005 -
the equation cp (z) « 0 has two positive roots i^tj^ijltj, The inequality (3*5) is satisfied for z(t)<z 1 (t) and z(t)>z 2 (t). The root z 2 (t) tends to infinity for t -(Wt)--0). Sinoe z(t) is aontinuous, z(t)>z 2 (t) for some t>0 implies that z(t) -•for t --0. Thus we have the aontradi' otion with z(0)<C^. The proof ends with the following inequalitiesi 
®/3,k
Using the properties of the semigroup and (1.11), (1*12) one has
In order to apply Lemma 3 we have to estimate the Integral
One observes that for t < 1 the Integral has the form
Under the assumption j3< 1, /u (/}-<*)< 1 the Integral can be estimated by ct^'^'^^K For t>l one oan write (3.7) I(t) = mln(1,t^~a)
Under the assumption of the theorem, all the integrals exist and are bounded for all values of t. Thus one has I(t) <R for te(0,°°). The obtained results show that the presented problem under the conditions of Lemma 2 has the stable solution u = 0 in Liapunov sense (see jjf], p.235 at. seq.).
